YEAR 1

TDGR 204C  Collective Creation
TDGR 200  Yoga
TDGR 244  New Play Workshop
TDGR 201  Stage Combat
TDGR 213A  Movement for Theatre
TDGR 214A  Voice for Theatre I
TDGR 210A  Acting Process I
TDGR 239  Alexander Technique
TDGR 211A  Speech
TDGR 225A  Singing I
TDGR 219  Directing Process
TDGR 295  Acting Practicum
TDGR 244  New Play Workshop
TDGR 260  New Play Festival

YEAR II

TDGR 200  Yoga
TDGR 223A  Movement for Theatre II
TDGR 220  Classical Text
TDGR 211B  Speech
TDGR 225B  Singing II
TDGR 214B  Voice for Theatre
TDGR 239  Alexander Technique
TDGR 219  Directing Process
TDGR 229  Theatre Externship – La Jolla Playhouse Residency
TDGR 239  Professional Practice
TDGR 295  Acting Practicum
TDGR 244  New Play Workshop
TDGR 260  New Play Festival
TDGR 500  Teaching Intro to Acting
TDGR 500  Teaching Public Speaking
Year III

TDGR 200  Yoga
TDGR 211C  Speech
TDGR 225C  Singing III
TDGR 214C  Voice for Theatre
TDGR 239  Professional Dance
TDGR 239  Acting for the Camera
TDGR 239  Meisner Technique
TDGR 239  Commedia
TDGR 244  New Play Workshop
TDGR 297  Thesis Research
TDGR 299  Thesis Project
TDGR 500  Teaching Intro to Acting
TDGR 500  Teaching Public Speaking
TDGR 250  Showcase Preparation

Note: Third year students are only registered for Fall and Winter Quarter.